
Adverbs of time 

After (that) – -surivok

Always  – -oksanda 

First…*  – -por 

For long – -esizia 

Last time – -sudivok 

Never  – -broknok 

Next time – -kirivok 

Now  – -ore 

Often  – -svedoksanda 

Rarely  – -nitsveksanda 

Soon  – -svedore 

This year – -unis 

Today  – -ulus 

Tomorrow – -kirulus 

Yesterday – -sudulus 

Yesteryear – -sudunis 

 

* e.g. “First, you must do this.”  



Adverbs of place 

(to be) arrived – -eregene 

Away  – -nitegene 

Before  – -sudore 

Down (there) – -gigede 

Forth/forwards – -torin 

(over) here – -spo 

(to) here – -esuspo 

(to) home* – - 

Inside  –  

Outside  –  

(over) there  –  

(to) there –  

Up (there) –  

 

* Any adverbs which describe movement towards something specific (not including “here” and 

“there”), the noun together with the suffix “-ubu” is added. Do not confuse this with prepositional 

phrases such as “I went to my friend” or “We went to the forest”. Any English phrases which require 

the word “to” is a prepositional phrase. Correct usage could be “I went (to) home). Although we 

don’t use the word “to”, we know someone is going to their home place. Other phrases, such as “I 

went to work” are also correct uses. These must be practiced by rote.  

  



Adverbs of ways 

Like this –  

Bad/-ly  –  

 

Any adjectives that describes how something is done gets the ending “-ubu”. Examples of this would 

be “loud”, “good”, “slow”, and of course “bad”.  

  



Adverbs of degree 

Almost/nearly – -sved 

A little/a bit –  

Completely –  

Enough  –  

Extremely –  

Pretty/rather –  

Scarcely –  

Too*  –  

Very  –  

 

* e.g. “too often.”



  

  

Adverbs of sentences 

Actually –  

Also  –  

Anyway  –  

How  –  

Indeed  –  

Just*  –  

Maybe  –  

Never  –  

Surely  –  

Surely not –  

Too**  –  

Unfortunately –  

When  –  

Where  –  

Who  –  

Why  –  

 

* e.g. “I just did it (a minute ago)!”  

** e.g. “I did it, too.”  

  



Adverbs of adjectives 

There are no specific lists for this. These adverbs simply describe how something looks or is when the 

object in question is doing whatever it is doing. For instance:  

“She is ugly when driving.” 

Or 

“She is uglily driving.” 

In English, it makes next to no sense. In Rygusmul, however, it makes perfect sense.  


